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The product: 
We made an app for lending 
personal items out to 
individuals. The app gives you 
full control on your price and 
who rents your things. 

Project overview

Project duration:
Aug. - Sept. 2022

Stuff Lending app



The problem: Being unable to rent out (not 

just sell!) personal items.
People have things they don’t use, laying around 
the house, taking up space. They are willing to 
rent the items out for a profit, but there's no easy 
way to do it. 

Project overview

The goal: Create a tool to safely rent out 

belongings for extra cash. 
By creating a stuff lending app, we make it 
possible for people of any age to rent out their 
items for some extra cash. Our goal was to make 
the app as intuitive and useful as possible while 
maintaining simplicity.  



Our roles:

We performed the roles of UX Designer, 

UX Researcher, UI Designer, and 

Interaction Designer

Project overview

Responsibilities: 
Conducting research, interviews, paper and digital 
wire-framing, low and high-fidelity prototyping, 
conducting usability studies, accounting for 
accessibility, and iterating on designs.



Understanding
the user

● User research

● Personas

● Problem statements

● User journey maps



User research

We narrowed down a majority of potential users to probably being between the ages of 18 and 30, living 
in the suburbs or city, with an income of less than 50k a year. 



User research

"I would be interesting in renting my things but I would want to make sure there would be protection 
against damages or stolen property"

"I've thought about how cool it would be to lend my items out instead of just selling them" 

"I am worried about my personal safety when making the exchange. I'd want to choose the location of 
the pickup and drop off"



Persona:
Jordan

Problem statement:

Jordan is a working 

student who has stuff he’s 

not using and wants to 

rent it out for some extra 

spending money.



User empathy map

Creating Jordan’s user 

story map emphasized 

his emotions and 

feelings around renting 

out his stuff to others 

for money.



User story map



• Paper wireframes

• Digital wireframes

• Low-fidelity prototype

• Usability studies

Starting
the design



Paper wireframes 

Drawing out our ideas made 

it easy to quickly map out 

what a page might look like.



Digital wireframes 

We based early designs on 

user feedback and other similar 

apps, then made adjustments 

based on research. 

Image 
uploading with 

well-known 
icons that 

indicate taking 
a photo and 
uploading a 

photo.

Arrows 
indicating 
a scroll 
feature.



Digital wireframes 

Text

Text



Digital wireframes 



Low-fidelity prototype



Usability study: Findings
We conducted studies with several potential users.

Round 1 findings

App insights were requested. I.e. an income 
tracker, status of the renter, price, etc.1

A loop was discovered in preferences. 
The "yes" button brought users to a page 
they would've been brought to had they 
selected "no."

2

Round 2 findings

The taskbar was cluttered. The home button 
wasn't needed, only the back bar and a menu. 

3

A "save for later" button would be useful.

1 The check button at the bottom of the screen 
was unclear.

2 The browse button seemed like it was a "your 
stuff" page.

3



● Mockups

● High-fidelity prototype

● Accessibility

Refining
the design



Mockups

After running the usability 

studies, we received 

feedback that the check 

button was unclear, so we 

changed it to a forward arrow 

so users know that means 

they will move forward to the 

next screen.

Before usability study After usability study



Mockups



Mockups



High-fidelity 
prototype
Link to Hi-fi 

prototype

https://

www.figma.com/file/

yt8Mo0ZCiBZnYjgs

zPUJCa/Stuff-

Lending?node-

id=366%3A747

https://www.figma.com/file/yt8Mo0ZCiBZnYjgszPUJCa/Stuff-Lending?node-id=366%3A747
https://www.figma.com/file/yt8Mo0ZCiBZnYjgszPUJCa/Stuff-Lending?node-id=366%3A747
https://www.figma.com/file/yt8Mo0ZCiBZnYjgszPUJCa/Stuff-Lending?node-id=366%3A747
https://www.figma.com/file/yt8Mo0ZCiBZnYjgszPUJCa/Stuff-Lending?node-id=366%3A747
https://www.figma.com/file/yt8Mo0ZCiBZnYjgszPUJCa/Stuff-Lending?node-id=366%3A747
https://www.figma.com/file/yt8Mo0ZCiBZnYjgszPUJCa/Stuff-Lending?node-id=366%3A747


Accessibility 
considerations

Contrast

1

High contrast colors:  
-Dark purple/white  
-White/black 
-Large green buttons 
on white background



Accessibility 
considerations

Text

2

Large font size.  
-16 for bodies 
-20+ for titles 
-Bolded 



Takeaways

What we learned:
-You can never be too clear 
when designing an app. It should 
be intuitive; the user should 
anticipate what's to come. 
-Functionality over aesthetics
-Don't be afraid to take up space! 
Mobile screens are small, space 
is valuable.



Thank you!


